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Re Carlo 

"Ale-House & Restaurant"

This restaurant is a favorite with Verona's night owls: it is open until the

small hours when all the city's other restaurants have closed. As well as

trying out the selection of beers and other beverages, you can also have a

hearty meal in the restaurant which is adjacent to the bar. There are

plenty of tables available, and in the summer, it is possible to sit outside.

 +39 045 59 6051  Via Cattaneo 12, Verona
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Kulmbacher Bier Haus 

"Delicious Food, Amazing Beers"

Kulmbacher Bier Haus was established in November 2001 and since then

it has been one of the most popular beer hubs in the city. Serving chilled

beers in a friendly ambiance, this place is known for its rustic setting with

bricked walls, quirky memorabilia, colorful chairs, and wooden accents.

Along with the tempting beers, the bar serves delicious German cuisine

that will please your taste buds. Pocket-friendly meals and prompt service

make this place a popular evening hangout among the locals. Come in

here to guzzle down a beer or two with some schnitzels, and enjoy

German folk music while you laugh and chat with your loved ones.

 +39 045 59 7517  www.kbh.it  paolo@kbh.it  Via Guglielmo Marconi 72,

Verona

 by dany7566   

Spiller Birrerie 

"Tantalizing Beers and Tyrolean Delights"

Established in April 2012, Spiller Birrerie is a popular brew pub that is

known for serving tempting beers along with traditional Italian delicacies.

Patrons are welcomed in a very friendly and beautifully laid out space that

features contemporary seating spaces, brightly lit interiors, and a warm

patio. They serve about seven varieties of beers to choose from all round

the year. To accompany your tipples, Spiller's offers a slew of Tyrolean

delicacies, pizzas, salads, sandwiches, and wraps. All meals are cooked to

perfection using the freshest local produce and choicest ingredients.

Patrons have repeatedly praised their attentive and helpful staff.

 +39 045 864 4822  www.spillerbirrerie.it/  info@spillerspa.it  Via Luigi Pasteur 24, Verona
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